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Omar,

The brand and culture you guys have built at Smashtech is interesting and inpiring!

Wanted to run this concept by you... 

Me and my brother to make art pieces for you at cost or trade for you to use as rewards for your team

I’ve been thinking how I can add value to your projects since I reached out to you about a year ago. I know you like investing in 
your team, doing novel and interesting things, you appreciate design and details... our work brings the most beautiful locations 
of San Diego to life with our metal and acrylic art pieces. Your team would love it.

BACKGROUND

Not sure the how much you know about our work 

For our type of art we are #1 in San Diego (awards), and #1 on Google (reviews) after many years soliciting this from people 
that have had real experiences buying our art

Over 1 million photographs captured, 2,000+ original images we license and make art with

We started at rock bottom... gradually building on a vision and a dream over the past 12 years. Built everything from the ground 
up.  All bootstrapped, no ad spend or traditional marketing dollars. Straight out of the ground.  Referrals, native search, social 
media, interior designers, and art consultants now drive most of our sales. We are still at the beginning of our potential. Day 1 
mentality. 24-7 operation. A mission to be the best.

All types of people have our work... celebs like Dan Bilzerian to top executives such as the CTO of Shopify, professional 
atheletes from the NFL, PGA Tour players in golf, and really interesting people in the works as I write this

A typical Bommarito art piece such as a 20x60” acrylic pano is in the $1500-2,000 range.  Less for multiple piece purchases. 
We make small retail prints from $50, and some of our larger custom work is 5-10k+.  Price points are accessible. Our work is 
collected but more so purchased because someone likes it rather than art as investment class



THE CONCEPT

We make you art pieces at a materials cost basis (or close to it). Quite a bit below resale / wholesale.

You use for rewarding your team (or for other uses - see next page)

We could try doing this once a month or once a quarter

Your number would be appox 30%. A piece we sell for 1k you’d get for around $300, etc The pricing scales down in most 
cases as the price increases eg a 3k art piece wouldn’t necessarily be $900

Or we could talk about just doing a straight trade
We give you the art in exchange for you to advise us on marketing for give or take an hour of your time per art piece

USE OF THE ART

The main idea and what other companies do... is to use the art for rewards eg monthly best performer or when someone reaches 
their sales objectives etc

Low cost for a unique gift your team will really like, appreciate, and basically have forever

Choose from San Diego, Hawaii, Italy... places in between. Abstracts, waves, nature, and more

WHY WE DO THIS

The marketing aspect you’ll understand well. This enables us to reach new people... they like our work, they either end up buying 
something later from us and/or tell their friends

We have a showroom in South Park. If you search on Google you’ll see the location. Come by and have a look in person!

Looking forward to your thoughts!

Jeff Bommarito    Daniel Bommarito



IDEAS FOR USING THE ART

Team awards

Prizes for competitions

Best monthly performer

Event giveaways

You could have an art piece on hand ready to use for special occassions eg a good friend’s birthday, an 
anniversary party, charity event or silent auction donation. You go to a philanthropic event and have something 
unique to donate that will resonsate with the audience

We could also talk about our retail prints at the $50 price point.  Its a nicely packaged 11x14 matted print. The 
$50 price point is suggested retail so your number would be a lot lower. We could do these in any quantity for 
your whole team.  Eg themed packs of 3, 5, 10, etc of Coronado, La Jolla, Waves, Abstracts, etc
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BOMMARITO BROTHERS

Daniel Bommarito, Artist, and brother Jeff Bommarito have spent their lives exploring the world of nature, culture, and the arts. They 
are driven to inspire others through their art by enhancing homes, offices, and live/work spaces 
Growing up around entreprenuers and explorers, they’ve focused on the pursuit of doing meaningful and impactful things since they 
were young. The Bommarito Foundation is in the works to further their reach and impact

20 years ago (1992) the seed was set when Daniel got his first camera. 15 years ago he began shooting regularly. 10+ years ago 
the company began to form. The past 6 years have been steady growth, the past 1-2 years have redefined what’s possible for our 
brand. Daily, the mindset is - this is just the beginning.

PORTFOLIO AND AWARDS

1,000,000+ Photographs Taken

2,000+ Original Image Portfolio at BommaritoArt.com

Daniel Bommarito most awarded nature landscape photographer in San Diego

Top Ranked Art Studio on Google (reviews)

Increasingly Recognized Throughout the Country and Internationally

Bommarito art has been shipped or taken back to all US states by our count, and 50+ countries
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A few favorites... 

View more at BommaritoArt.com
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